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1 

Numerical study of fire spread using the level-set method with large eddy simulation incorporating detailed 1 

chemical kinetics gas-phase combustion model 2 

 3 

ABSTRACT 4 

 A fire code has been developed for the purpose of modelling wildland fires via Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 5 

and the use of the level-set approach to track the flame front. Detailed chemical kinetics have been considered via the 6 

strained laminar flamelet approach for the combustion process which included the consideration of the yields of toxic 7 

volatiles such as CO, CO2 and soot production. Numerical simulations have been validated against an experimental 8 

study on the fire spread on a pine needle board under different slope angles. Peak temperatures and occurrence times 9 

during the propagation process were predicted with an overall average error of 11% and 3% respectively. This 10 

demonstrates that the flaming behaviour could be well predicted under different slope conditions. By incorporating the 11 

level set with the gas phase models, information including temperature field, toxic volatiles and soot particle 12 

concentrations can be realised in comparison to empirical fire spread models. 13 

 14 
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1. Introduction 18 

 Bushfires are frequently occurring fire incidents that could significantly disrupt the natural habitat and 19 

ecological system as well as affect prime agricultural land for animal grazing and diary production. In Australia alone, 20 

the landscape comprises of a majority of grasslands that are frequently ravaged by bushfires due to the prevailing hot 21 

and dry climate. One renowned fire incident was the occurrence of the Black Saturday bushfires which took place in 22 

the state of Victoria on February 2009. This fire incident claimed 173 lives, 413 injuries and an estimated total loss of 23 

4.5 billion Australian dollars [1]. Good knowledge and understanding of the coupled physical and chemical behaviours 24 

involved during bushfires is essential for the prevention, planning and response, as well as recovery during such 25 

outbreaks which can reduce the massive damage to vegetation as well as human fatalities. Furthermore, the knowledge 26 

can also result in better planning and design of suburban areas and towns for fire hazard reduction and safety.  27 

 Understanding bushfires (also known as wildland fires) generally involve the utilisation of modern numerical 28 

methods to predict the fire spread behaviours. Fire spread models have been employed to assist analysts and firefighters 29 

to assess a multitude of situations and deploy different suppression strategies. In general, the fire spread models of 30 

wildland fires  can be categorised into two broad approaches [2]: (i) physical models that attempt to represent the 31 

fundamental heat transfer and combustion mechanics; and (ii) empirical or semi-empirical models that are correlated 32 

by physical data obtained through laboratory experiments and real life bushfire incidents. In the past, fire spread 33 

models primarily aimed to investigate the rate of spread (ROS) and the involving burning region [3]. A typical 34 

empirical correlated fire spread models require the following variables as input to evaluate ROS: (i) the characteristics 35 

and quantification of the fuel (i.e. the total fuel load, moisture content and the combustion characteristics of the fuel); 36 

(ii) atmospheric conditions (i.e. wind speed, wind direction, temperature and humidity of surrounding air); (iii) 37 
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topology of the landscape (i.e. surface area, ignition point and slope angle); (iv) and lastly, the characteristics of the fire 38 

(i.e. flame intensity and height).  39 

 The empirical model of Rothermel [4] has been extensively used in the wildland fire spread community within 40 

the United States of America [5]. It has formed the foundation for the development of many fire prediction systems. 41 

For example, the National Fire Danger Rating System [6] and BEHAVE [7] Fire Prediction System. This model was 42 

developed based on the combination of wind tunnel experiments on fuel beds [8] and field experiments of grassfires in 43 

Australia [9]. Rothermel’s model had also gained a level of utilisation in several countries outside of the United States, 44 

such as Europe [10]. Currently, the fire spread model of Rothermel remains the core fire behaviour model in the US but 45 

support for other alternatives such as Balbi et al. [11] is actively growing in the community. The Canadian Fire 46 

Behaviour Prediction (FBP) System was a fire spread model that was parameterised for Canadian vegetation and 47 

climate developed by The Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group [12]. It is implemented in the Canadian Forest Fire 48 

Danger Rating System (CFFDRS) as well as the New Zealand Fire Danger Rating System. A detailed review of other 49 

empirical and quasi-empirical fire spread models can be found in Sullivan [3]. Although it is always ideal to use real 50 

life data to validate the fire spread models, it is difficult to apply them in a wider scope of applications since they are 51 

mostly based on specific experimental configurations. Furthermore, the performance of empirical fire models relies 52 

heavily on the quality of the input parameters and providing accurate inputs into the model can be very difficult to 53 

achieve in reality. Different techniques have been developed to minimise the uncertainty in model inputs and improve 54 

the efficiency of these models. For example, Bianchini et al. [13] developed an Evolutionary-Statistical System (ESS) 55 

that attempt to adjust input parameters in real time. Sanjuan et al. [14] developed a map partitioning method to 56 

minimise wind field uncertainty for fire spread prediction. 57 

 Application of mathematical modelling on bushfires has become increasingly popular due to the rapid 58 

advancement of numerical methodologies and computational power. These range from basic flame front tracking 59 

models such as FARSITE [15], BehavePlus [7] and PHOENIX-rapidfire [16] and many others[17, 18] to complex 60 

three-dimensional (3D) computations fluid dynamics (CFD) models such as FIRETEC [19] and WFDS [20]. Flame 61 

front tracking models simulate the spread of fire without implementing the pyrolysis process of grasslands or 62 

vegetation. These are so-called front tracking tools that consist of various algorithms designed to expand a fire 63 

perimeter base on a set of rules that govern the rate of fire spread. The spread rate is often calculated from empirical 64 

models. Therefore, they can also be described as extensions of empirical models to take advantage of the rapid 65 

advancements in numerical methods and computational power. The front tracking approach is also compatible on a 66 

regional scale perspective (i.e. tens to hundreds of kilometres). The flame front is represented as a two-dimensional 67 

interface thus, giving a considerable saving in computational cost over three- dimensional CFD models. The two most 68 

common methods used in this type of fire propagation are the cellular method and level-set method. Both approaches 69 

discretise the surface into a grid. Cellular methods update the state of the grid over time according to a rule set that 70 

assumes the shape of the fire front such as an elliptical shape. [21].  71 

 Level-set method [22] is a more recent approach that does not require any prior assumptions on the shape of 72 

the fire front. In this method, the fire front is described as a discretised set of cells that expand at a given rate of spread. 73 

The state of each cell is represented by the value of the level-set function. This approach offers a few key advantages 74 
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for modelling wildland fire spread. The calculation of the fire spread rate is highly dependent on the fuel properties and 75 

environmental conditions that can vary across the landscape. These variables can be stored at each individual cell to 76 

compute a variable spread rate that evolves according to the vegetation and topology. In addition, the level-set method 77 

is able to calculate the normal vector to the fire front which is also necessary to model wind-aided fire spreads. The 78 

merging of separate fire fronts is handled automatically without any additional algorithm and the ignition points 79 

naturally evolved into an elliptical form, according to the test conducted by Rehm and McDermott [23]. Moreover, the 80 

level-set method is relatively easy to implement and couple with physical based models because the same 81 

computational grid can be used by both models. In summary, the level-set is a very powerful method to track the 82 

propagation of wildland fire spread and have been incorporated by many fire models such as BEHAVE [7] and WRF-83 

SFIRE [24].  84 

 Currently, physical fire spread models of wildland fires adopt a single- or two-step simplified chemistry 85 

combustion model. FIRETEC [19] is a three-dimensional wildland fire model that uses a hydrodynamics model 86 

HIGRAD [25, 26] specifically to solve high gradient atmospheric flows. FIRETEC incorporates a simplified single-87 

step solid-gas phase reaction to model the entire combustion process. A critical temperature of 500K [19] is used as an 88 

ignition criteria for combustion (i.e. the combustion process is initialised when the temperature exceeds 500K). The 89 

Wildland Fire Dynamic Simulator (WFDS) is built upon the widely recognised Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS), 90 

designed to simulate fires within building compartments [27]. It is developed by the National Institute of Standards and 91 

Technology (NIST) and the US Forest Services. WFDS incorporates a multiphase fire propagation model by Morvan 92 

and Dupuy [28]. The model operates under the assumption that combustion occurs predominantly above the surface 93 

fuel bed. It incorporates solid fuel pyrolysis which is assumed to occur at a temperature of 127oC. Gas phase 94 

combustion is modelled with a mixture fraction based approach using a single-step reaction. Thermal Radiation is 95 

simulated using the P1 radiation model and soot production is assumed as a fraction of the mass of fuel gas consumed 96 

during combustion [29]. A sub-grid scale (SGS) turbulence based on Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is used to describe 97 

the turbulence flow [30]. The consideration of detailed chemistry combustion is a relatively new area in the field of 98 

wildland fire modelling. This is mainly due to the fact that detailed chemistry combustion models are usually not 99 

practical owing to its enormous amount of computational burden, which is attribute to the numerous chemical reactions 100 

and species needed to be considered and resolved, as well as the demand of a highly refined computational grid size 101 

(<1m) [31] Thus far a trade-off to simplify the comprehensive kinetic schemes while maintaining prediction accuracy 102 

remains a challenge [32].  103 

On the other hand, the majority of empirical fire spread models underestimate the effect of slope on the rate of 104 

fire spread. In recent years, a considerable amount of efforts have been made to address the heat transfer mechanisms 105 

and the influence of slope on the rate of fire spread [33-35]. However, these models remain unsuccessful for higher 106 

slope angles (especially for angles greater than 20o) [36]. Although the two main approaches (physical and empirical) 107 

to fire modelling are mainly developed to serve different purposes, coupling the two into a hybrid model could have 108 

potential to overcome the limitations of existing fire spread models. In this study, a fire code has been developed for 109 

the purpose of modelling wildland fires via Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and the use of the level-set approach to track 110 

the flame front. The aim is to provide addtional information on the flaming behaviours which cannot be produced by 111 
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empirical fire spread models. This includes the prediction of combustion rate, intermediate and major gas species, as 112 

well as smoke production. Furthermore, this study will provide a preliminary study to investigate the viability of 113 

coupling the level-set method with detailed chemistry combustion and create the framework for a fully coupled fire 114 

spread model with two-way interaction between the fire spread model and combustion model. The key objectives can 115 

be summarised in the following: 116 

• a fire code incorporating the fire spread model coupled with detailed chemical kinetics will be developed;  117 

• numerical simulations will be performed using the developed fire code on flame spread experimental studies;  118 

• with the consideration of detailed chemical kinetics, the proposed model will be able to provide a complete 119 

description of the generation of asphyxiant gas such as Carbon Monoxide (CO), Carbon Dioxide (CO2); 120 

• the formation of soot particles will be approximated by a semi-empirical soot formation model based on the 121 

concentration of acetylene (C2H2), which will provide a brief estimation of the smoke layer formed at the flame 122 

front; and 123 

• the inclusion of all essential predictions for soot formation and gaseous products, the radiation heat transfer at 124 

the flame front and its corresponding hot fire plume that could be properly modelled in a bushfire scenario. 125 

2. Computation code 126 

 An in-house fire code has been proposed through the use of the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) framework, a 127 

level-set based fire spread model, gas phase combustion model associated with detailed chemical kinetics, subgrid-128 

scale (SGS) turbulence, soot formation and radiation models. As indicated in Fig. 1, the fire spread model implemented 129 

in this study utilises a semi-empirical spread rate model proposed by Rothermel [4]. The fire spread rate model can be 130 

altered to account for different fuel types or geographical applicability.  The level-set methodology is adopted to track 131 

the flame front based on the resolved fire spread rate, which will be described in the following section. 132 

 133 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the present fire code showing the fire spread model and other essential modelling 134 

components. 135 
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2.1. Fire Spread Rate 136 

 The fire spread rate is calculated using Rothermel’s [4] mathematical model. This model is well documented in 137 

literature; it relates the fire spread rate to wind and slope angle where both effects are combined additively. The fire 138 

spread rate sR  is calculated by the general formula: 139 

  ( )1s o w sR R  = + +           (1) 140 

where oR  is the spread rate without wind and slope, w  and s  are the wind and slope coefficients respectively. The 141 

coefficients are functions of a variety of other input variables listed in Table 1. Detailed formulation of each coefficient 142 

are summarised and tabulated in Table 2. The model inputs were originally developed for imperial units, and therefore 143 

the model inputs were converted to empirical units for the calculations and the results (i.e. the fire spread rate) were 144 

then converted back from the original ft. min-1 to m s-1. 145 

Table 1. Input variables for Rothemel’s fire spread model. 146 

Input Description 
 

Ovendry fuel load  (lb ft-2) 
 

Fuel depth (ft) 
 

Surface area to volume ratio (ft-1) 
 

Heat content (Btu lb-1) 
 

Ovendry particle density (lb ft-3) 
 

Fuel moisture content (%) 
 

Fuel mineral content (%) 
 

Fuel effective mineral content (%) 
 

Wind  (ft min-1) 
 

Moisture content of extinction (%) 

tan   slope 

 147 

Table 2. Formulation for Rothermel’s fire spread model. 148 
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2.2. Fire Spread Model 150 

 The fire spread model used in this study incorporates the level-set method [37] to simulate the propagation of 151 

the flame front. The level-set method is a form of flame front tracking where the fire perimeter is described as a 152 

discretised set of cells that expand according to a given rate of spread sR . The fire spread model was implemented on 153 

block surfaces on the x-y plane facing towards the +ve z-direction to replicate the fire spread along the pine needles 154 

board of the numerical case study which will be illustrated in the upcoming section, in which x and y are the horizontal 155 

and the span-wise or lateral direction respectively while z depicts the vertical height. Each grid cell maintained a level-156 

set function  , and a spread rate sR , calculated by Rothermel’s [4] formulation using the fuel characteristics and slope 157 

angle that are specific to the blocks and a global wind speed. In this model, the level-set term ( , )x t  governs the fire 158 

condition, which can be represented by Table 3. 159 

Table 3. Definition of level set function values. 160 

Level set Function State 

( , ) 0x t   Burning region 

( , ) 0x t =  Fire front 

( , ) 0x t   No Fire 

 161 

The level-set function   is determined by the equation devised by Osher and Fedkiw [38]: 162 

  0
s

R
t





+  =


 (2) 163 
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where sR n x t=    represent the fire spread rate in the direction n, defined as the unit normal vector   164 

calculated using central differencing. The level-set function solution is advanced in time by the following equations: 165 

  ( )1/2n n nt F  + = +   (3) 166 

  ( ) ( )1 1/21 1

2 2

n n n nt F F   + + 
= + + 

 
 (4) 167 

where ( )n

sF R =   denotes the advective term of the level-set equations shown in Eq. (2) and the scalar gradient 168 

  is approximated using the essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) method: 169 
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where x
+

  and x
−

  are the forward and backward differences given by: 171 
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x x z x z
x z

x

 

+ +  −
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 (6) 172 

  
( , ) ( , )

( , ) ,x

x z x x z
x z

x

 

− − − 

 =


 (7) 173 

The level-set terms are initialised for the discretised block surfaces in this proposed fire spread model by allocating 174 

positive unity value (+1) to represent unburned surfaces. In order to initiate a fire, a value of negative unity (-1) is 175 

inserted on one of the block surface, which will eventually affect adjacent blocks according to the rate of spread sR . 176 

The simulations in this study are based on the experiments by Liu et al. [36] to investigate ‘linear’ flame spread under 177 

different slope and no ambient wind conditions. Therefore, with the absence of a wind factor and wind direction, the 178 

linear fire front will propagate uniformly across the fuel bed.  179 
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 180 

Fig. 2. Schematic sketch of the fire spread rate effect on level set term and fuel gas injection. 181 

As illustrated in Fig. 2, provided the spread rate is positive (i.e. the fire is propagating in the x-direction) and the fire is 182 

ignited at the surface ,x i , the level-set term for the adjacent block surface , 1x i +  will decrease after every iterative 183 

time step based on the negativity of the previous term and the magnitude of the spread rate. Once a block surface is 184 

considered as the flame front ( 0 = ), or burning region ( 0  ), a constant gas-phase fuel injection rate towards the 185 

positive z-direction is applied at the surface. The fuel injection rate is calculated according to a normalised mass loss 186 

rate of pine needle obtained using small-scale calorimetry by Jervis and Rein [39]. Furthermore, each block surface is 187 

prescribed with a total fuel load value which governs the remaining amount of fuel. This value decreases according to 188 

the mass loss within the block due to fuel injected to the fluid domain. When this value approaches zero which denote 189 

fuel is totally consumed, the fuel injection rate will be forced to zero. 190 

 191 

2.3. Governing Equations 192 

 In LES, the Favre-filtering approach is applied to the conservation laws governing a Newtonian fluid in the 193 

physical space. A generic transport equation can be applied for the mass, momentum, energy, and other scalar 194 

properties. The general form can be expressed as:  195 

( ) ( )

DT C

i

i i i

u
S

t x x x

 

 

       
+ =  + 

    
 (8) 196 

where  is the field dependent variable, T  is the unsteady term, C  is the convection term, D  is the diffusion term 197 

with diffusion coefficient   and S  is the source term. The corresponding expressions for the diffusion coefficients 198 

and the source terms for field-dependent including velocity, temperature, mixture fraction, variance of mixture fraction, 199 

soot mass fraction and particulate number density are tabulated in Table 4. In the diffusion coefficient term,   and T  200 

are the dynamic and turbulent viscosity respectively. Sc  and Pr  are the Schmidt and Prandtl number respectively, 201 
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where the subscript T  indicates the turbulent components. pC  and   are the specific heat capacity and density of the 202 

fluid mixture respectively. 203 

Table 4. Field-dependent variable, diffusion coefficient, and source terms of the generalized transport equation. 204 

(velocity u , temperature T , mixture fraction  , variance of mixture fraction   , soot mass fraction 
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 207 

2.4. Combustion Modelling 208 

 The strained laminar flamelet combustion model is adopted in this study by which the fluctuation, microscopic 209 

fuel air mixing and effect of turbulence are accounted for. Two field variables including the mixture fraction and its 210 

variance are solved through this model. A new parameter known as the “scalar dissipation” is established to describe 211 

the non-uniformity of the flame from its initial chemical equilibrium state, or in other words how much straining the 212 

flame is being experienced. By prescribing the beta form of the Probability Density Function (PDF), the influence of 213 

the scalar dissipation and time-dependent fluctuations of mixture fraction on the flamelets can be fitted into a generated 214 

flamelet “look-up table”, which will be further illustrated in section 2.3. On the basis of the previous version of the 215 

presented in-house fire field model [32], the field mass fraction within the grid control volume for each individual 216 

chemical species can be related to the flamelets and PDF as: 217 

  ( ) ( )
1

0

, , , ,
i is sm M P d     =   (9) 218 

where ( ), ,
is

M     is the generated flamelet table for mass fraction in function of mixture fraction  , variance of 219 

mixture fraction  , as well as the scalar dissipation rate  . The subscript i
S  denotes the i-th species in consideration.220 

( ), ,P     is the corresponding beta PDF function. As proposed by Jiménez et al. [40] a simplified generalised model 221 
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for the scalar dissipation can be formulated based on Yoshizawa’s model [41] and SGS turbulent kinetic energy 222 

formula: 223 

  
( )

2

,

1 T

TSc C

 
 

 

+
=


 (10) 224 

where 
,TSc  

 is the turbulent Schmidt number for mixture fraction variance defined as 0.3,   is the SGS filter length 225 

related to the size of the grid control volume evaluated as 3 x y z =    , the parameter C  can be given as 0.07 for 226 

accurate predictions of dissipation locally and on average[40]. Finally, the heat release rate source term due to 227 

combustion is computed based on the simplified model proposed by Bilger [42]. This expression is generated by 228 

relating the source term in the transport equation of the mixture fraction variance to the scalar dissipation: 229 

  ( )
21

2
1 0

1
, ,

2

i

T i

i

N
s

s

s

d M
S h P d

d
     

=

  
=   

    
   (11) 230 

where the subscript T  indicates the total heat release rate in the grid control volume, 
ish  depicts the heat of formation 231 

for the corresponding i-th species. In this model, the heat generated by combustion is highly related to second order 232 

derivative of the species mass fraction. It should be noted that the peak values for the second deviates usually occurred 233 

at the stoichiometric mixture fraction values, meaning the point where the amount of oxygen is exactly sufficient to be 234 

totally consumed by the fuel. Therefore, most of the flame will take place at the interface between the flaming region 235 

and surrounding air. Since the proposed strain laminar flamelet model requires only the mass fraction and its second 236 

derivatives for various species under different flame strain and mixture fraction conditions in a “look-up table” manner, 237 

the model is able to handle a vast amount of chemical kinetics and intermediate species without resolving them every 238 

iteration steps. 239 

 240 

2.5. Flamelet library construction 241 

 In this study, the parent fuel for the gas-phase combustion is taken as formaldehyde (CH2O), which is 242 

commonly used as an analogy for the volatile gas resulted in the pyrolysis of wooden materials [43]. Based on 243 

numerous experimental work on wood, the gas volatiles has a mean molecule form of CH2O [44]. The detailed 244 

chemical kinetics for the GRI-Mech 3.0 [45] and CHEMKIN 3.6 [46] was utilised to generate the flamelet library in 245 

function of mixture fraction and its variance, as well as scalar dissipation rate. The GRI-MECH 3.0 containing 325 246 

reactions and 53 species. The model allows more accurate prediction of the oxidation process of the fuel in comparison 247 

to single-step and multi-steps reaction mechanisms, as well as key partial chemical products including CO, OH, H2 and 248 

C2H2. Furthermore, C2H2 could be considered as the main soot precursor in the semi-empirical soot model, which 249 

provides a much better representation of the soot nucleation, surface growth and oxidation processes. A total of 20 250 

flamelet profiles were generated with distinct scalar dissipation rates   ranging from 0.001 to 76. Fig. 3 (a), (b) shows 251 

the flamelet profiles of major and selective minor species at two scalar dissipation rates (  = 0.001 and  = 5 252 

respectively). It should be noted that the major species were selected based on a mass fraction cut-off of 0.01 (i.e. mass 253 
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fraction greater than 0.01). During the simulation, chemical species with mass fraction less than 1.0E-5 were not 254 

resolved to optimise the computational efficiency of the detailed chemistry CFD code. The amount of NOx production 255 

was found to be smaller than the cut-off fraction and also taken into consideration that the case study consists of 256 

burning a very thin layer of pine needles under well-ventilated conditions, the NOx emission was not modelled in the 257 

simulation. As a result, a total number of 14 species were considered in the simulation. 258 

 259 

Fig. 3. Flamelet profiles for (a) major and (b) minor species for scalar dissipation rates:  = 0.001 and  = 5. 260 

 The theoretical stoichiometric mixture fraction st  for CH2O is around 0.179. Incomplete combustion occurs 261 

for mixture fractions larger than the stoichiometric value. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the major combustion products such 262 

as CO2 and H2O peak before st  while intermediate species such as CO and C2H2 peak after st . When the scalar 263 
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dissipation increases, the flame is suppressed due to the separation of fuel and oxidant and the majority of combustion 264 

products decreases as less fuel is burnt.  It is found that the flame is close to extinction around  = 76.  265 

 266 

2.6.  Turbulence modelling 267 

 The mathematical formulations of the LES adopted in this study is based on the density-weighted Favre 268 

filtering of mass, momentum, energy and scalar quantities governing equations with Smagorinsky SGS turbulence [47]. 269 

The SGS momentum stress is modelled according to Smagorinsky [48]: 270 

  
1 1

2
3 3i ju u ij ij ijT kk kkS S    

 
 
 

 − −  (12) 271 

And 
2

2 (1/2)2 (2 )kk I ij ijC S S =  , where IC  is an empirical constant and the strain rate tensor 
1

2

ji
ij

j i

uu
S

x x

 
= +    

. 272 

The turbulent viscosity T  is given by 273 

  ( )
2 (1/2)(2 )T s ij ijC S S =   (13) 274 

The Smagorinsky constant sC  is taken to be a value of 0.2 while the turbulent Prandtl and all the scalar turbulent 275 

Schmidt numbers are prescribed at values of 0.30 [48]. Erlebacher et al. [49] suggested that the term kk  may be 276 

ignored since IsC C  and the value is extremely small. 277 

 278 

2.7. Soot formation modelling 279 

When considering the modelling of soot particles, it is inevitable to account for several key particle 280 

generation/reduction processes which include particle inception/nucleation, surface growth, coagulation, agglomeration, 281 

as well as oxidation [32, 50]. Since the detailed chemical kinetics and the modelling of intermediate chemical species 282 

are involved in the combustion model, a more comprehensive description of the kinetics for the soot formation process 283 

is enabled. Based on the study of reaction mechanisms on the soot formation for non-premixed combustion flames 284 

reported by Leung et al. [51], it is discovered that the particle inception and surface growth of soot particles can be 285 

conveniently correlated to the concentration of acetylene (C2H2). In this study, a two-equation semi-empirical soot 286 

model proposed by Brookes and Moss [52] is implemented where acetylene is considered as the soot precursor. In this 287 

model, an average value for the number density and mass fraction of soot particles are solved to reflect the amount of 288 

soot concentration within the computational field, in which changes are entirely governed by the source terms. 289 

For soot mass fraction, the source term is given by the following expression: 290 
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At the right hand side of the equation, the first and second terms represent the rate of increase in soot mass by particle 293 

inception and surface growth respectively, while the third term denotes the rate of decrease in soot mass by oxidation 294 

of particles. In the particle inception rate term, sootW  is the average molecular weight of the soot incipient given as 144 295 

kg mol-1, 
2 2C HZ  is the mole fraction of acetylene, gasR  is the universal gas constant, P  and T  are the field pressure 296 

and temperature for the fluid mixture, C  and E . are the pre-exponential constant and activation energy respectively, 297 

with subscripts  ,   and  . In the surface growth rate term, soot  is the number density for soot particles and the 298 

average density of soot particle soot  is taken as 1800 kg m-3. In the soot oxidation term, the collisional efficiency collC  299 

is given as 0.04 and OHZ  is the mole fraction of hydroxide. For the number density, the source term is provided as 300 

follows: 301 

  
2 2

1/2

1/2 2
24

exp
soot

C H gas

A soot soot

gas soot A

Z P R TE
C N C D

R T T N
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− −            

=  (15) 302 

where the first and second terms at the right indicate the change in number density by particle inception and 303 

coagulation rates in which the subscript   represents coagulation rate, AN  is the Avogadro number (i.e. 6.0221 × 304 

1026 k mol-1) and sootD  is the mean diameter of soot particles. The activation energies for empirical rates of particle 305 

inception, surface growth, coagulation and surface growth can be found in the soot formation kinetics study performed 306 

by Leung et al. [51], whereas the values for pre-exponential constants are provided through numerical simulation 307 

parametric study [52]. 308 

 309 

2.8. Radiation heat exchange modelling 310 

In this study, the radiative heat transfer is modelled using the filtered radiative transfer equations (FRTE) for 311 

non-scattering grey gas solved by the discrete ordinates method (DOM) with the S4 quadrature scheme accordingly to 312 

Jamaluddin and Smith [53]. The S4 numerical quadrature with the maximum number of 24 discrete ordinates is applied 313 

for the integrals over the solid angles. The discrete radiation source term radS  that appears in the energy equation is 314 

determined as: 315 

24

1

4rad a b j a j

j

S k E w k I
=

 − +   (16) 

where the blackbody radiation is represented by 
4

b
E T= ,   is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T is the 316 

temperature. jI  is the radiation intensities that span over the solid angles range of 4  around a point in space. The 317 

Weighted Sum of Grey Gases Model (WSGGM) according to Beer et al. [54] was used to approximate the filtered gas 318 

absorption coefficient ak  for each combustion products as well as the unburned fuel. This method considers a one-319 

clear two-gray gases representation similar to the consideration proposed by Truelove [55]. The overall absorption 320 

coefficient can be expressed as a summation of the coefficients of all the species of the gas mixture and soot: 321 
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,a a g sk k k= +   (17) 

where 
,a gk  and sk  are the absorption coefficients for the gas mixture and soot respectively. The gas mixture coefficient 322 

is given by: 323 

,

1

,

i

i ia g

i

a Pk  
=

=   (18) 

where ,ia is the emissivity weight-factor for the i-th grey gas, i  is the absorption coefficient for the i-th grey gas and 324 

P is the sum of the partial pressures of the gases. The absorption coefficient for soot particles is determined in terms of 325 

the volume fraction and temperature according to Kent and Honnery [56]: 326 

1862s vTk f=   (19) 

where vf  is the soot volume fraction. 327 

 328 

2.9. Numerical Procedure 329 

 The fire code utilised in this study is written in FORTRAN programming language and the logical flow of the 330 

code is illustrated in Fig. 4. The fire code can be divided into six distinct modules: (i) a gas-phase laminar module, (ii) 331 

a turbulence module using the LES framework, (iii) a combustion module, (iv) a radiation module, (v) a soot formation 332 

module and (vi) level set module for fire spread. The methodology, based on an implicit procedure for the pressure-333 

velocity linkage, is solved iteratively via matrix solvers which has been reported in previous works [57]. The 334 

simulations were performed on an Intel Core i5-6400T 2.2GHz PC with 4GB RAM. For each iteration time step, the 335 

code executes the following procedures to account for the complex turbulent reacting flow of the fire spread over the 336 

pine-needle board:  337 

Step 1: Update thermodynamic properties, calculate diffusion and convection terms for velocity and other field 338 

variables and upload boundary conditions 339 

Step 2: Apply pressure-velocity linkage method to update pressure field. 340 

Step 3: Calculate spread rate and solve for level-set equations to determine the flame front. The burnt cells are 341 

prescribed with a gas-phase fuel injection. 342 

Step 4: Implement subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence model to evaluate turbulent viscosity and apply boundary treatment 343 

for turbulence equations. 344 

Step 5: Update mixture fraction, eddy viscosity and solve heat release rate through combustion as well as evaluating 345 

the mass fraction of considering chemical species. 346 

Step 6: Calculate radiation heat exchange between gaseous products (i.e. CO, CO2 and soot particles) and compartment 347 

closures. 348 

Step 7: Solve energy equation based on the updated combustion and radiation source terms. 349 

Step 8: Evaluate soot particle field with the computational domain. 350 

Step 9: Advance the solution in time. 351 
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 352 

Fig. 4. Flow chat diagram showing the logical flow of the present fire code. 353 

 354 

3. Case study of fire spread over a pine needle board 355 

3.1. Experimental arrangements 356 

 The experimental work considered in this study is a series of fire test carried out by Liu et al. [36] to 357 

investigate the effect of slope on the spread of a linear flame front. The experiment was conducted on a 6 m × 1.8 m 358 

working bench within a 9.4 m × 9.4 m × 16 m enclosed test hall facility. The bench was installed onto a motor driven 359 
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steel frame that is inclinable for slope angles up to 30o. A one meter wide pine needle board was inserted to the bench 360 

along with two 10 cm tall metal sheets on each side. The sheets were installed to recreate a uniform linear flame front 361 

by suppressing the entrainment from both sides of the fuel bed. The setup of the experiment is shown in Fig. 5. The 362 

pine needle board was ignited at the edge with a small amount of n-heptane fuel. 363 

 364 

Fig. 5. Experimental configurations showing the dimensions of the fuel bed and location of the thermocouples. 365 

 (a)Top view (b) Isometric view 366 

 Gas temperatures along the fuel bed were measured using 26 thermocouples positioned 2 cm over the fuel bed 367 

and approximately 20 cm apart. The exact positions were marked on Fig. 5 (a). As mentioned previously, the fuel used 368 

in the experiment is dead pine needles (Pinus sylvestnis) from north-east China. Material properties for Pinus sylvestnis 369 

were reported by Liu et al. [36] and it should be noted that the pine needle board is homogenous, meaning that the 370 

material property applied throughout the board is consistent, which are summarised in Table 5. 371 

Table 5. Material property of Pine Needle. 372 

Fuel Dead pine needle (Pinus sylvestnis) 

Density 583 kg m-3 

Surface area to volume  4710 m-1 

Heat value 21000 kJ kg-1 

depth 0.04 m 

Total fuel load 0.7 kg m-2 

 373 

 For the purpose of minimising computational time duration, five cases with 3.8 m long pine needle boards 374 

were selected in this numerical study. It should be noted that different moisture contents were measured during each 375 

experimental test. The recorded conditions are used as inputs for the initial pine needle board wetness conditions in all 376 
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the simulation cases. Further details including the slope angles and initial settings applied for each simulation cases can 377 

be referred to Table 6. 378 

Table 6. Moisture contents and length of pine needle board for corresponding cases with different slope angles. 379 

Case Number Slope Angle (o) Moisture Content (%) Length of pine needle 

board (m) 

1 0 8.7 3.8 

2 5 9.2 3.8 

3 10 9.8 3.8 

4 15 9.9 3.8 

5 20 8.4 3.8 

 380 

3.2. Modelling configuration and boundary conditions 381 

 The three-dimensional computational domain of the pine needle board (in blue) sealed within the working bench 382 

(in metallic grey) is depicted in Fig. 6 (a). It is designed as a rectangular box with a size of 1.8 m × 4.8 m × 5 m. The 383 

length of the working bench is 3.8 m long and both ends in the x-direction are extended by 0.5 m to allow 384 

incoming/outgoing flow to be fully modelled before it approaches the fuel bed region. Besides the flooring (lower XY 385 

plane), all five outer surfaces are prescribed as opening boundary conditions. As shown in Fig.6 (b), a series of 386 

blockages with 0.1 m length is used to represent the 1 m × 3.8 m fuel bed, in which each blockage surface is associated 387 

with a level-set term value reflecting the position of the fire. The simulation is initialised by assigning a -1 value to the 388 

first row of block surface to represent the ignition of the pine needle board by n-heptane. At each time instance, the fire 389 

spread model map outs the flame front and the corresponding surfaces with negative level-set terms will activate the 390 

gas-phase combustion model. 391 

 392 

Fig. 6. Dimensions of the computational domain adopted during the simulation. (a) Isometric view (b) Detailed view of 393 

the fuel bed 394 
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3.3. Mesh sensitivity analysis 395 

 Four uniform mesh systems were numerically studied to examine the mesh independence of this case study. 396 

The characteristic length scale (DiNenno et al. [58]) was used to determine the mesh sizes, the details are summarised 397 

in Table 7. 398 

Table 7. Summary of the mesh systems used in the mesh sensitivity analysis. 399 

Mesh number Mesh size (m) Total number of cells R* range 

1 0.1 43200 1/15<R*<1/5 

2 0.075 102400 1/15<R*<1/10 

3 0.05 345600 1/15<R*<1/10 

4 0.04 675000 1/15<R*<1/10 

 400 

Mesh sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the appropriate mesh system for this simulation. For the purpose 401 

of reducing the computational time required for the test, the results for thermocouple T3 was compared for different 402 

meshes since it is closest to the ignition point (i.e. position 1.14 m along the pine needle fuel bed). As illustrated in Fig. 403 

7, the temperature converged significantly from the coarse 0.1 m mesh to the 0.075 m mesh. There is a smaller 404 

difference upon further refinement from the 0.075 m to the 0.05 m. Further mesh refinement from 0.05 m makes minor 405 

differences in the peak temperature. The peak temperatures converged by approximately 33.4% from the coarse 0.1 m 406 

mesh to the 0.075 m mesh and approximately 2.5% from the 0.075 m to the 0.05 m mesh. Taking into consideration the 407 

convergence results, the 0.05 m uniform mesh was adopted in this numerical simulation. The same mesh configuration 408 

is shared between the fire spread model and the gas-phase combustion model. The computational time for the 409 

simulations with 345,600 mesh cells are approximately 10s/hr (i.e. it takes 1 hour to simulate 10s in the model.) The 410 

longest duration occurs in the no slope (0 degree) case with a burn time of approximately 1500s. 411 

 412 

Fig. 7. Peak gas temperature predictions at thermocouple (T3) for mesh size: 0.1 m, 0.075 m, 0.05 m and 0.04m  413 

 414 

 415 

 416 
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4. Results and discussions 417 

 Numerical results from all five cases are presented in this section. The simulations are distinguished by the 418 

slope angle (ranging from 0oC to 20oC) and the corresponding moisture content of the pine needle.  419 

4.1. Temperature predictions versus thermocouple measurements 420 

 The numerical results were compared to the experimental measurements provided by Liu et al. [59]. It should 421 

be addressed that a 5 second moving time average was adopted on the numerical results to remove small fluctuations of 422 

temperature generated by the model and illustrate a more stable data over time. The smoothing algorithm provides an 423 

improved visualisation of the simulation results and better comparison with the experiments. Fig. 8 illustrates the 424 

comparison between raw simulation and time-averaged data. Some of the thermocouples were not plotted to avoid 425 

overloading the figures. The sudden temperature spikes at the thermocouples represent the arrival time of the flame 426 

front and the fluctuating smaller peaks following the initial spike represent the burn time and the decrease in 427 

temperature indicate that the fuel was burnt out. 428 

 429 

Fig. 8. Comparison of gas temperature predictions at thermocouple (T3) between raw and time averaged simulation 430 

data. 431 

 Fig. 9 and 10 indicates temperature predictions at various thermocouple locations along the fuel bed for 432 

inclined slope angles of 5o and 20 o respectively. The model predictions for both cases are in reasonable agreement with 433 

the experimental measurements of Liu et al. [36]. Occurrence times of the temperature increase were captured by the 434 

simulation. This suggests that the flame front position is aptly predicted. The slope angle 20 degrees results showed 435 

more build up before the initial temperature spike and retain a higher residual temperature after the flame has passed 436 

for each thermocouple when compared to the 5 degrees case. The peak temperature is also higher for steeper inclines, 437 

the average peak temperature for the 5 degrees and 20 degrees case are approximately 603oC and 696oC respectively. 438 

Numerical peak thermocouple temperatures and the interval of each burning period are also in fair concurrence with 439 

the experiment. The average error for the peak temperature between model prediction and measured data was 440 

approximately 11.07%. The errors in the prediction can be attributed to a few factors: (i) The accuracy of the fire 441 
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spread rate using Rothermel’s [4] model and the input variables used in the formulation, (ii) the fire propagation 442 

assumes a constant spread rate, therefore the interval between each temperature spike will be the same. On the other 443 

hand, the experimental results were non-uniform, there are slight discrepancies in the rate of spread at the intervals 444 

between thermocouple positions. 445 

 446 

 447 
Fig. 9. Gas temperature measurements for thermocouples T1 – T15 from the experiment (in dotted line) and numerical 448 

predictions (in solid line) for slope angle 50. 449 

 450 
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Fig. 10. Gas temperature measurements for thermocouples T3 – T15 from the experiment (in dotted line) and 451 

numerical predictions (in solid line) for slope angle 200. 452 

 453 

 454 

 455 

4.2. Fire Spread rate comparisons 456 

 The flame front position over time measured in the experiment and numerical modelling for slope angles 457 

between 5 and 20 are displayed in Fig. 11. In this study, the comparison is between the periods where the spread rate 458 

has stabilised as data for the initial acceleration phase of the fire spread was removed in the experimental 459 

measurements and the model assumes a constant spread rate through the whole simulation. The flame front position 460 

was obtained directly from the level-set based fire spread model.  461 

 462 

Fig. 11. Comparisons of predicted and experimental flame front position over time for slope angles 5o, 10o, 15o and 20o. 463 

 As can be seen in Fig. 11, the simulation predicted results are in relatively good agreements with the 464 

experimental measurements. With increasing slope angle, the rate of fire spread also increased. The burning duration of 465 

the slope angle 5 degrees case was approximately 1400 s while the slope angle 20 degrees reduced significantly to 466 

approximately 502 s. It should be noted that the numerical fire spread rate can be calculated as the slope of the flame 467 

front position lines. Accordingly, the calculated rates of spread for the simulation cases were compared with the 468 

experimental data and summarised in Table 8. The average error between the predictions and experimental 469 

measurements is approximately 3%. Note that there was a significantly higher spread rate of 0.0038 m s-1 measured for 470 

the 10 degrees slope case. In the original experiment, Liu et al. [36] conducted three 10 degrees cases under similar 471 

conditions and the other two cases both recorded a spread rate of 0.0029 ms-1. This anomaly for the 10 degrees slope 472 

case could be due to factors that were not considered in the experiment such as wind or ambient conditions. In 473 
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comparison to the flat plane fire spread (cases 1-2), the deviation from the experiment is slightly larger for the 20 474 

degrees slope case (case 5) which is around 4.8 %. In general, it is demonstrated that the slope effect is reasonably 475 

captured in the adopted fire spread model hence the fire code is able to replicate the flame front location. 476 

Table 8. Experimental and Model rate of fire spread results, calculated using linear regression. 477 

Case 

Number 

Slope 

Angle (o) 

Experimental 

ROS (ms-1) 

Model      

ROS (ms-1) 

1 0 0.0027 0.00260 

2 5 0.0029 0.00290 

3 10 0.0038 0.00314 

4 15 0.0045 0.00446 

5 20 0.0074 0.00704 

 478 

4.3. Flame region and smoke layer visualisation   479 

 By applying three-dimensional LES modelling approach, the full duration of the fire spread can be visualised by 480 

the three-dimensional isometric view plots. Figs. 12-13 shows the three-dimensional isometric plot for the flame 481 

movement and its corresponding smoke generation visualised by a gas temperature cut off at 490oC (in red) and soot 482 

volume fraction of 0.1 (in grey) respectively over time. It should be noted that the slope angle is applied in the model 483 

by tilting the horizontal plane (i.e. adjusting the gravitational forces). As demonstrated in Fig. 11, the titled horizontal 484 

plane (XY-plane) is ascended by a slope angle of 20 degrees relative to the original plane (X0Y-plane), in which the 485 

gravitational vector g is perpendicular to the original horizontal plane. The plots (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the time 486 

instance when the flame front is at positions: 0.2m, 1.7m and 2.8m for slope angle: 20oC and 5oC case respectively. The 487 

smoke generation is modelled by the Moss-Brookes semi-empirical soot model. Since this model applies “acetylene” 488 

(C2H2) as the main soot precursor, it can be seen that most of the soot are concentrated at the flame core region where 489 

the amount of C2H2 is the richest. Utilising soot volume fraction as an indicator for smoke, the model is able to capture 490 

the evolution of the buoyancy driven smoke plumes 491 

 492 

Fig. 12. 3D isometric surface plot illustrating flame movement and smoke generation at different time for slope angle 493 

20o simulation. 494 
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 495 

Fig. 13. 3D isometric surface plot illustrating flame movement and smoke generation at different time for slope angle 496 

5o simulation. 497 

 The results showed that steeper slope angle increases the rate of fire spread as observed in both experimental 498 

studies reported by Liu [36] and Dupuy [60]. Due to buoyancy, flame tends to ascend vertically upwards. Hence, for 499 

the sloped cases, the flame will be titled. The flame tilts increasingly towards the fuel bed as the slope angle increases. 500 

This effect is further amplified by the unbalance of entrainment conditions that create a larger upslope flow, pushing 501 

the flame towards the spreading direction. This phenomenon raises the radiation heat transfer from the flame to the fuel 502 

bed and encourages faster flame spread.  503 

 504 

4.4. Major and intermediate combustion products 505 

 Through the consideration of detailed chemistry for CH2O, the complete description of the formation processes 506 

for the intermediate chemical species are enabled. This allows the fire code to provide a reliable prediction of key 507 

asphyxiant gases such as CO/CO2, as well as the well-recognised soot precursor C2H2 [32]. Three-dimensional 508 

isometric contour plots for the concentration of CO2, CO and C2H2 are displayed in Fig.14-15 (a), (b) & (c) 509 

respectively. In addition, the temperature profile is shown in Figs.14-15 (d) to provide a visualisation of the flame and 510 

the flow of the hot plume gas corresponding to the species contour plots. The majority of the CO forms at near the 511 

flame core region, while CO2 can reach to a height level of around 5 m. This is due to the fact that most CO will be 512 

converted to CO2 when it is oxidised by the surrounding air. As depicted in Fig.14 (c), (d), the mass fraction of C2H2 513 

and CO is not significant since the size of the fire is small (around 60kW) and this case is very well ventilated with 514 

most of the computational domain covered with oxygen. 515 
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 516 

Fig. 14. 3D isometric contour plot for (a) temperature and intermediate species: (b) CO2, (c) C2H2, (d) CO for slope 517 

angle 20o simulation at t=240s. 518 
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 519 

Fig. 15. 3D isometric contour plot for (a) temperature and intermediate species: (b) CO2, (c) C2H2, (d) CO for slope 520 

angle 5o simulation at t=590s. 521 

 522 

5. Conclusions 523 

 A three-dimensional in-house fire code incorporating SGS turbulence, combustion, soot formation and 524 

radiation sub-modelling components for the gas phase has been developed specifically for bush and forest fire 525 

modelling. A level-set methodology to track the flame front is incorporated to determine the burning region. The 526 

proposed fire code that uniquely embraces the detailed chemical kinetics fully describes the gas-phase combustion 527 

process of the fire and the prediction of the smoke layer. 528 

In order to validate the proposed fire code and examine its effectiveness in fire spread scenarios, numerical 529 

simulations were performed on a series of fire spread experiments on pine needle board under different slope 530 

conditions. The numerical predictions were found to agree very well with the experimental data in terms of the rate of 531 

fire spread and temperature. Occurrence times of temperature peaks caused by the flame front recorded at each 532 

thermocouple location were adequately captured by the numerical simulation. Peak thermocouple temperatures and the 533 

interval of each burning period have been found to be in good agreement with experiment. The linking of the fire 534 

spread model with the gas-phase model allows not only for gas-phase fluid interactions but also predictions of the 535 
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concentrations of the combustion products and smoke particles. Essentially, the code was able to provide the 536 

concentrations of toxic volatiles such CO and CO2 and the smoke layer formation via the Moss-Brookes semi-empirical 537 

soot model. All the prediction data that was rendered into three dimensional isometric figures depicted instantaneous 538 

mass fractions of emissions released by the fire and distributed by the hot plume flow.  539 

Based on the key findings addressed in this article, the following future works are suggested: Firstly, small-scale pine 540 

needle board experiments should be performed with detailed gas volatile and soot particle measurements. Secondly, the 541 

fire code developed in this study fully resolves the heat transfer mechanisms (e.g. radiation) for a linear flame front 542 

under a slope condition. The slope effect is currently considered by an empirical model, therefore the development of a 543 

two-way feedback between the level-set fire spread model and the LES model may improve the spread rate predictions 544 

under different slope angles. Thirdly, numerical simulation should be performed on larger case studies including full-545 

scale grass or forest fires to validate the fire code against more realistic fire scenarios. Lastly, another approach to 546 

consider the slope effect may be to develop and apply a solid pyrolysis model and coupled with the radiation model to 547 

account for the complex interactive phenomena of radiation heat feedback from the fire source towards the solid fuel. 548 

All the above points will be investigated in our future works. 549 

In summary, a LES fire code has been developed to include the following advancing features:  550 

(i) the incorporation of detailed chemical kinetics to consider the full description of the oxidation process of the 551 

fuel, as well as the formation mechanisms for intermediate products such as CO and C2H2; 552 

(ii) the gas-phase temperature field at the flaming region is reasonably predicted in comparison with experimental 553 

measurements by the fire spread and combustion models; 554 

(iii)  the smoke layer generated at the flame front is modelled based on a semi-empirical soot formation model with 555 

all essential soot generation and reduction kinetics such as particle inception, surface growth, coagulation and 556 

oxidation where acetylene is considered as the soot precursor; 557 

(iv)  by enabling the predictions for soot particles and other gaseous combustion products, the radiation heat 558 

exchange at the flame front and its corresponding hot fire plume is aptly simulated. 559 

 560 
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